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TecstuffLifts
             

pages
Epic 70s Stahl Zaiser lift with 
relay logic

The logic cabinet

The floor positioning unit 
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This month’s project is my other pinball machine. This machine was recovered from an 
abandoned trailer park. There was a ‘Club house’ trailer that had drifted into a stream as the 
years passed. This machine was partially underwater for about 15 years. The machine only had 
water up to about half way up it’s legs. Never got to the wood part of the machine thankfully. 
However the toll the machine has taken from that climate is evident. The wood on the back of the 
machine is all swollen and deformed. The plastics had some sort of algae growing on them. 
Additionally the machine is just really dirty. But there is some good news, that means that all this 
machine needs really is just some cleaning. All the parts are intact, and a few things do need to 
be replaced due to age. This machine is truly epic; the artwork is fantastic and the playfield looks 
very fulfilling. 

Left: Playfield plastic artwork, the piece on the left has 
been cleaned, the piece on the right shows what it 
looked like when we received the machine 

Center: Space Odyssey’s playfield

Right: Headboard with back glass removed, exposing 
the score wheels and light bulbs.

Bottom right: Back glass artwork
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Eli’s page.

Hi its me (eli) i am gonna post a few interesting things!

When i last met ben and jordan it was awesome! Here’s some funny/random things we did.

Me, jordan and ben rode our bikes in the pentagon centre and security couldn’t catch 
us!!!!!!!!!!!!!! We went in through 1 entrance then rode through the shopping centre in one big 
circle and quickly escaped. The look on the security guards face was funny! Also we tried to 
get into a trampoline park in dockside but an aggressive burger shop employee shouted at 
us. We also roofed a 16 floor tower block and ben surfed the window washer! Unfortunately i 
don’t have any pictures from that day because my ipad was stuffed in my bag along with a 
high viz jacket on top of it.

MORE STUFF ON NEXT PAGE!

Kone M series.50’s evans button panel.
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Eli’s page of total randomness!
Interesting things in london.

1st gen 
express 
lift!

Ben gets made 
into a mouse! 1st gen express.
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THE END
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